There are lots of different elements needed to produce our high quality events and programs. If you are interested in providing an in-kind donation for our events, let’s talk! We can create a sponsorship package that matches your donation.

Here’s just some of the goods and services we often need: Venue hosts, food and beverage sponsors, videographer and event photo services, printing, promotional items, door prize donations, awards, advertising… and more!

Looking for something different? Consider some of The Chamber’s newer events…

Morning Buzz Quarterly
- Rise and Shine Sponsor: $2,000
- Early Bird Sponsor: $400
- Seize the Day Sponsor: $100

Human Resources Conference
Summer 2020
- Platinum Sponsor: $4,000
- Gold Sponsor: $2,500
- Silver Sponsor: $1,250

SMART Business Summit
February 2020
- Platinum Sponsor: $5,000
- Gold Sponsor: $3,500
- Silver Sponsor: $2,000
- Supporting Sponsor: $1,500

Note: Business name only - not logo - is listed on the traveling signs at the Partner level. Partner level must sponsor at least two events.

Choose from the opportunities inside — then find your sponsorship package level based on your total sponsorship investment.

Want your business logo on The Chamber’s traveling signs?
Your total sponsorship investment must be at the Supporting Partner or higher level:

- Prestige Elite Partner - Sponsor events totaling $25,000+
- Prestige Partner - Sponsor events totaling $15,000+
- Diamond Partner - Sponsor events totaling $10,000+
- Premier Partner - Sponsor events totaling $7,500+
- Platinum Partner - Sponsor events totaling $5,000+
- Corporate Partner - Sponsor events totaling $4,000+
- Supporting Partner - Sponsor events totaling $3,000+
- Partner - Sponsor events totaling $2,000+

If you have questions or want to discuss other options, call us at 812.336.6381.

The Greater Bloomington Chamber of Commerce

2020 Sponsorship Opportunities

info@ChamberBloomington.org 812.336.6381

ChamberBloomington.org
The Chamber’s 105th Annual Meeting & Community Awards
September 24, 2020
Monroe Convention Center
Premier Sponsor: $5,000
Business Success Sponsor: $4,000
Contributing Sponsor: $3,000
Event Sponsor: $2,000
Table Sponsor: $700

Business Outlook Panel & Luncheon
November 2020
Event Sponsor: $800
Supporting Sponsor: $400

Health & Business Luncheon
August 2020
Premier Sponsor: $3,000
Event Sponsor: $1,500
Supporting Sponsor: $1,000
Table Sponsor: $500

Elect Connect
Event Sponsor: $600
Supporting Sponsor: $400

Legislative Events
Legislative Preview, Legislative Wrap-Up Newsletter
Statehouse Drive-In & Lunch
Premier Sponsor: $2,500
Star Sponsor: $1,500
Supporting Sponsor: $800

Advocacy Sponsorship Bundle
Sponsorship at the Legislative Preview and Elect Connect. Promotion in the Legislative Wrap-Up Newsletter
Advocacy Sponsor: $1,000
includes:
Supporting Sponsor at Legislative Events: $800
Supporting Sponsor at Elect Connect: $400
A $200 savings!

Governor’s Luncheon
Statehouse Sponsor: $5,000
Star Sponsor: $2,500
Cardinal Sponsor: $1,500
Contributing Sponsor: $1,000
Table Sponsor: $700

Federal Focus Event
Capital Sponsor: $7,000
Star Sponsor: $4,000
Eagle Sponsor: $2,500
Contributing Sponsor: $1,500
Table Sponsor: $700

Advocacy Matters
The Greater Bloomington Chamber of Commerce

Advocacy Sponsorship Bundle
Sponsorship at the Legislative Preview and Elect Connect. Promotion in the Legislative Wrap-Up Newsletter
Advocacy Sponsor: $1,000
includes:
Supporting Sponsor at Legislative Events: $800
Supporting Sponsor at Elect Connect: $400
A $200 savings!

Elect Connect
Event Sponsor: $600
Supporting Sponsor: $400

The Success School’s Educators of the Year Dinner & Awards
February 2020
Presenting Sponsor: $3,000
Gold Key Sponsor: $2,000
Event Sponsor: $1,200
Table Sponsor: $500

Young Professionals Bloomington Series
Minimum of 8 events to be held yearly
Trailblazers Sponsor* $3,500
Innovators Sponsor* $2,500
Community Builders: $1,000
*includes two special “Bring Your Boss” luncheon events

We also have a Foundation!
The Chamber’s Foundation is a registered 501(c)(3) non-profit dedicated to creating partnerships between business and the community in support of education.
The Chamber’s Foundation supports all programs offered by the Franklin Initiative, including Reality Stores®, Soft Skill Workshops, Job Shadowing, Career Intro Panels, Mock Interviews and Career Days.
Please consider a separate tax-deductible business donation to support The Chamber’s Foundation.
Freshman Level: $500
Sophomore Level: $1,000
Junior Level: $1,500
Senior Level: $2,000

The Chamber’s Foundation is a registered 501(c)(3) non-profit dedicated to creating partnerships between business and the community in support of education.
The Chamber’s Foundation supports all programs offered by the Franklin Initiative, including Reality Stores®, Soft Skill Workshops, Job Shadowing, Career Intro Panels, Mock Interviews and Career Days.
Please consider a separate tax-deductible business donation to support The Chamber’s Foundation.
Freshman Level: $500
Sophomore Level: $1,000
Junior Level: $1,500
Senior Level: $2,000

Bloomington Women in Leadership
Bi-monthly Luncheon Series
Empowerment Sponsor: $3,000
Inspire Sponsor: $2,000
Engage Sponsor: $1,000

Primetime Business After Hours
Monroe County Fairgrounds
April 16, 2020
Premier Sponsor: $4,000
Presenting Sponsor: $3,000
Event Sponsor: $2,000
Supporting Sponsor: $1,500
Contributing Sponsor: $750
Full Table: $250
Half Table: $125

Governor’s Luncheon
Statehouse Sponsor: $5,000
Star Sponsor: $2,500
Cardinal Sponsor: $1,500
Contributing Sponsor: $1,000
Table Sponsor: $700

Federal Focus Event
Capital Sponsor: $7,000
Star Sponsor: $4,000
Eagle Sponsor: $2,500
Contributing Sponsor: $1,500
Table Sponsor: $700

Health & Business Luncheon
August 2020
Premier Sponsor: $3,000
Event Sponsor: $1,500
Supporting Sponsor: $1,000
Table Sponsor: $500

Elect Connect
Event Sponsor: $600
Supporting Sponsor: $400

Legislative Events
Legislative Preview, Legislative Wrap-Up Newsletter
Statehouse Drive-In & Lunch
Premier Sponsor: $2,500
Star Sponsor: $1,500
Supporting Sponsor: $800

Advocacy Sponsorship Bundle
Sponsorship at the Legislative Preview and Elect Connect. Promotion in the Legislative Wrap-Up Newsletter
Advocacy Sponsor: $1,000
includes:
Supporting Sponsor at Legislative Events: $800
Supporting Sponsor at Elect Connect: $400
A $200 savings!

Elect Connect
Event Sponsor: $600
Supporting Sponsor: $400

Legislative Events
Legislative Preview, Legislative Wrap-Up Newsletter
Statehouse Drive-In & Lunch
Premier Sponsor: $2,500
Star Sponsor: $1,500
Supporting Sponsor: $800

Advocacy Sponsorship Bundle
Sponsorship at the Legislative Preview and Elect Connect. Promotion in the Legislative Wrap-Up Newsletter
Advocacy Sponsor: $1,000
includes:
Supporting Sponsor at Legislative Events: $800
Supporting Sponsor at Elect Connect: $400
A $200 savings!